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Product Description 
This duo contains two products, the 
BIOJUVE Living Biome Essentials Serum 
and the BIOJUVE Activating Mist. 
The BIOJUVE Living Biome Essentials 
Serum is a smooth and rejuvenating 
formula that hosts proprietary 
powerhouse Xycrobe™ technology. This 
living microbe technology was designed 
to improve the appearance of coarse 
wrinkles, fine lines, texture, tone, 
photodamage and an overall dull, 
lackluster complexion by enhancing 
the skin’s microbiome and optimizing 
skin health. 
The Activating Mist included in the duo 
acts as an “on” switch to activate the living 
microbe technology found in both the 
Living Biome Essentials Serum and Living 
Biome Essentials Serum + Retinol.

Skin Concerns 
The BIOJUVE regimen helps address a 
wide range of skin concerns including the 
appearance of coarse wrinkles, fine lines, 
texture, tone, photodamage and an 
overall dull, lackluster complexion – with 
results starting in as little as one week! 
*Results may vary.

Why It’s Di�erent
BIOJUVE cares for both skin and its 
microbiome to help skin achieve its full 
potential. BIOJUVE uses one-of-a-kind, 
clinically-proven living microbe 
technology that harnesses the power 
of a live strain of C.acnes defendens 
to optimize skin health through the 
use of unique bioessentials. See the 
Xycrobe Technology section below for 
more information.

How To Use
Apply 1 pump of the Living Biome 
Essentials Seurm to the hands and 
immediately follow with 3-4 sprays of the 
Activating Mist. Massage gently to 
cleansed skin of the face and neck to 
allow the duo to blend and absorb 
overnight.
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Xycrobe Technology  
Xycrobe technology is the one-of-a-kind, proprietary, living microbe technology derived from C.acnes defendens microbes that 
drives the key benefits behind BIOJUVE. These living microbes continually produce and deliver a proprietary blend of key Bioessentials™ 
for the benefit of the skin and the microbiome. Bioessentials™ are an unmatched blend of potent proteins, fatty acids, polypeptides, 
antioxidants and more, designed to help reduce damaging low-level chronic skin distress and redness not visible on the skin surface, 
fight oxidative stressors, as well as promote well-balanced pigment, sebum and oil production. 
The BIOJUVE Living Biome Essentials Serums, both versions – with and without retinol – contain this patented Xycrobe Technology. 
All other BIOJUVE products help support and enhance the living microbe technology in addition to providing their own unique benefits.


